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Hello all,

your thoughts, feelings,
views and opinions are

Sarah here, simply a note,
mainly to say a BIG

needed including looking at
the value and expense in
costings too!

THANK YOU to everyone
who has contributed
Articles, Art, Poetry,
Words and Information to
this newsletter.
I think the newsletter is
shorter……… not as short
as I thought it would be
but anyhow, there is
something new to discover,
We have a splash of
colour!
There are now plans as
mentioned in the December
directors meeting minutes,
for Bridge Collective
Newsletters are to go on
our new website:
www.bridgecollective.org.uk
Thank you Marcus for
setting it up. Of course
this means that we can
accommodate loads of
colour on screen, but still
there is a question as to
whether the printed

I’m not planning to write
much more except for
also Thanking the voices
that I draw inspiration
from, these can be found
in concentration in the
quotes, there are a few
others sprinkled
thoughout, as is the one
below.
Kind Regards xxx
Also Cheers, to a
enriching 2009 may our
journey be enriching in
spirit, heart and mind x

Our Fish
‘I Imagine to be a Salmon. Its
swimming against the tide
and all the odds,
With us to reach its ‘home’.
Anon member

Newsletters will continue
to hold colour or not.
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JANUARY
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

1

2

3

4

8

9

10

Full moon 11

14
.Womans Arts. Social Anxiety .Bovey Walk

15

16

17

18

 Bridge Open .Underground
Day: 10.00-4.00 Sound
Bipolar Self
Help Group 7-9
Community
enterprise unit*

.Rainbow Mind
2.30

19

21

22

24

.Cleanup and..
health and
safety checks*
 Directors
meeting *

.Bridge Open.. .Underground
Day: 10.00-4pm Sound
 Voices Group: .Escot*………
2.00-4.00pm

5

12

6

7

.Company
Secretary
meeting 1011.30 *
Experts by
Experience *

13

Group 10am-12 Group: 7pm
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

20

.Womans Arts. Philosophy &
Group 10am-12 Social Issues
.You'd Better... discuss group
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

 Bridge Open .Underground
Day: 10.00-4.00 Sound
 Spirit of the
.Escot*…..……
Bridge 2.00

23

.Lockbar
Wood*

25
Womens Art
Group : Reclaim
your work Day
2pm - 4pm

New moon 26 27

28

.Womans Arts.
Group 10am-12
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30
PA Network
meeting

.Keyholders'…. .Bridge Open.. .Underground
meeting
Day:10.00- 4pm Sound
.. 
1-2pm ESUP
Wonford…….
Charlotte
House Grounds
Hubbard vistits
with Wild Things the Bridge to
talk and gather
views.

29

30

31

1

*Company Secretary meeting. Wed 7th Jan 10-11.30 Anyone interested in being part of secretary team.
All welcome
* Experts By Experience. Wed 7th Jan 12-2
* Spirit of the Bridge: Thurs 8th Jan 2.00 no agenda, simply a space to be, communicate and maybe share
thoughts and feelings arising.
* Community Enterprise Unit: Thurs 15th Jan 2-5pm A chance to find out more, feedout to groups and
agree a starting point of where the Bridge is at now: our aims, who we are what we do with Lorna from C.E.U.
ALL group facilitators, group members interested in planning and developing groups WELCOME.

* Cleanup and health and safety checks Wed 21st Jan 10.30am With Thanks, hearty cake is guarateed!
* Bridge Directors' Meeting (with agenda planning at 1pm) Wed 21st Jan 1.30-3.30 All Welcome
* PA Network Meeting Mon 26th Jan 5.30-7.00 A review of what we want from the network - bring food to
share.
* W.A.G. 2-4 Sun 25th Jan An open day to to collect your Art work before it gets disposed of, if you cant
make it please contact the Bridge or Sarah so we can arrange an alternative time
* Keyholders Meeting Wed 28th Jan 1.30-3.30 All welcome

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
 = Greenwood project held at various locations
 = DEVON SPIRITUAL EMERGENCE NETWORK

FEBRUARY
Monday
Tuesday
New moon 26 27

Wednesday
28

Thursday

29

Friday

30

Saturday

31

Sunday

1
.Allotment*

2

3

4

5

.Womans Arts.
Group 10am-12
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

Candlemas

.Company
Secretary
meeting
10-11.30*
Experts by
Experience *
Taster WRAP*

 Bridge Open .Escot……….....
Day: 10.00-4.00 Underground
Spirit of the….. Sound ………
Bridge 2.00

11

12

gathering at the
Allotment
12noon

Full Moon 9
.Womans Arts. Social Anxiety
Group 10am-12 Group: 7pm
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

16

17

.Womans Arts. Philosophy &
Group 10am-12 Social discuss
.You'd Better... group 3-5
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

6

13

7

8

.Rainbow Mind
2.30

Lockbar wood
…….
Wood*……...

14

15

21

22

 Bridge Open .Underground
Day: 10.00-4.00 Sound ………
Feedback from
groups C.E.U.

18

19

20

 Wonford……. .Bridge Open.. .Escot……….….
House Grounds
Day: 10.00-4pm .Underground
with Wild Things Bipolar Self…... Sound ………
Philos & Social Help Group:
discuss group
7.00-9.00 pm

.Rainbow Mind
2.30

23
.Womans Arts.
Group 10am-12
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

24

New moon 25

26

27

.Cleanup and..
health and
safety checks
 Directors…...
meeting

.Bridge Open.. ..Underground
Day: 10.00-4pm Sound ………
 Voices Group:
2.00-4.00pm

28

1

*Company Secretary meeting. Wed 4th Feb 10-11.30 Anyone interested in being part of secretary team.
All welcome
* Taster W.R.A.P. Session Wed 4th Feb 2.30-4 with Richard Brabrook
* Experts By Experience. Wed 4th Feb 12-2
* Spirit of the Bridge: Thurs 5th Feb 2.00 no agenda, simply a space to be, communicate and maybe share
thoughts and feelings arising.
* Community Enterprise Unit: Thurs 12th Feb 2-5 Continuation of work done from January
* Cleanup and health and safety checks Wed 25th Feb 10.30am With Thanks, hearty cake is guarateed!
* Bridge Directors' Meeting (with agenda planning at 1pm) Wed 25th Feb 1.30-3.30 All Welcome

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
 = Greenwood project held at various locations
 = DEVON SPIRITUAL EMERGENCE NETWORK

MARCH
Monday

Tuesday

23

Wednesday

24

Thursday

25

Friday

26

Saturday

27

Sunday

28

1
.Allotment*

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

.Womans Arts.  Lyme Regis*
Group 10am-12
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

.Company
Secretary
meeting *
Experts by
Experience *

.Bridge Open.. .Escot*………...
Day: 10.00-4pm .Underground
 Events
Sound ………
planning
meeting.

.Rainbow Mind
2.30

9

Full Moon
11
.Stover………

12

14

15

18

19

21

22

.Womans Arts. .Philosophy &
Group 10am-12 Social discuss
.You'd Better... group 3-5
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

.Cleanup and
health and
safety checks
Directors
meeting

.Bridge Open.. .Escot*………...
Day:10.00- 4pm .Underground
Sound ………

.Rainbow Mind
2.30

23

24

25

New moon 26

28

.Womans Arts.
Group 10am-12
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

 Health and
Safety Briefing
(TBC) Spring
Equinox at LEEP

(TBC) Spring

.Bridge Open.. .Underground
Day: 10.00-4pm Sound
 Voices Group:
2.00-4.00pm

10

.Womans Arts. Social Anxiety
Group 10am-12 Group: 7pm
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

16

17

13

Lockbar wood
…….
Wood*……...

 Bridge Open .Underground
 Birch Club……. Day: 10.00-4.00 Sound
 Spirit of the
Bridge 2.00

Equinox at LEEP

20

27

29

30

31

1

2

3

4

5

.Womans Arts.
Group 10am-12
.You'd Better...
Believe it Group
1.30pm-3.30

*Company Secretary meeting. Wed 4th March 10-11.30 Anyone interested in being part of secretary
team. All welcome
* Lyme Regis. Tues 3rd March, Trip to Lyme Regis. Please contact Sarah or Andrew nearer the time for
details
* Experts By Experience. Wed 4th March 12-2
* Spirit of the Bridge: Thurs 12th March 2.00 no agenda, simply a space to be, communicate and maybe
share thoughts and feelings arising.
* Cleanup and health and safety checks Wed 18th March 10.30am With early bulbs coming up, surely
this is the time for a proper spring clean!.
* Bridge Directors' Meeting (with agenda planning at 1pm) Wed 18th March 1.30-3.30 All Welcome
* Events planning meeting. Thurs 5th March 2pm, Organising things to do at the Bridge for Jan-Mar 09.
Bring ideas to the meeting or put them in the suggestion box.
* Health and Safety briefing. Tues 24th March, 1-3pm. Utterly essential for keyholders, and a very good
idea for everyone else.

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)
 = Greenwood project held at various locations
 = DEVON SPIRITUAL EMERGENCE NETWORK

Greenwood Project Events
January to March 2009
Note: please phone (numbers
below), to check meeting times and
places as we occasionally have to
alter them.
January
Fri 9th Escot. Tree writing: bring
favourite tree poems to read and
we’ll write some of our own.
Sun 11th Lockbar Wood.
Moonlight, songs, and stories.
Wed 14th Bovey Walk. A moderate
walk of about three miles along the
wooded banks of the River Bovey
and through the Parke estate. We
should have a bit of time to spare
to explore the town of Bovey
Tracey as well. Meet Exeter bus
station 10.15am with bus fare (max
£6) and packed lunch. If you are
travelling a different way, phone us
so we can arrange to meet in
Bovey Tracey.
Fri 23rd Escot. Dream catchers
with Fleur.
Wednesday 28th. Wonford
House Grounds with Wild
Things, 10.30am-12 noon: an
opportunity for in-patients at
Wonford
House
to
sample
Greenwood Project activities – ask
at the O.T. department for details.
Anyone not resident at Wonford
House is welcome to join us too

February
Sun 1st Allotment. 2-6pm Make a
living willow structure.
Fri 6th Escot.Making Bridie dolls,
celebration of new life.
Sun 8th Lockbar Wood.
Tree
Planting.
Wed 18th Wild Things at Escot,
1.30-3pm. An opportunity for inpatients at Wonford House to
sample
Greenwood
Project
activities – ask at the O.T.
department for details. Anyone not
resident at Wonford House is
welcome to join us too, but you will
have to organise your own travel.
Fri 20th Escot. Pancakes and
spatulas.
March
Sun 1st Allotment. 2-6pm Putting
the spring into the Spring!
Fri 6th Escot. Jewellery making.
Sun 8th Lockbar Wood. Art in the
woods.
Wed 11th Stover. Campfire
gathering with Plymouth
Ecotherapy group, with a picnic
and a chance to enjoy the
woodland and wetland
environment with its poetry and
sculpture trails. Meet Exeter bus
station 10.30am, back in Exeter
about 5pm. Fare will be at most £6
and you’ll need £1.50 for food. If
you want to meet us at Stover (an
easy walk from the bus stop at
Drumbridges roundabout on the
10

A38) we’ll be there from 11.30 till
about 4pm. Ring 07855 633304
when you arrive to find out where
we are.

Information about
Greenwood Project events
Cost: we use public transport
where possible and you will need
to pay the fare (see below). At
most events we provide food and
drink and we ask you to contribute
£1.50 towards this.
Travel: usually by public transport .
The fares given below are the
maximum you will have to pay, but
we often get a group discount
reducing the fare by up to a half.
Fares may be more if not returning
the same day. for Escot, meet
10am at Central Station. Day
return fare is £4.30. We are usually
back in Exeter about 4.30
for Lockbar Wood, meet 1.30pm
at St Davids Station. Day return
fare is £6.50. We are usually back
in Exeter about 8.30pm.
The Allotment is at the end of
Ashwood Road, St Thomas,
Exeter. Walking from Exe Bridges
along Alphington Road, go under
the railway arch, past B&Q, and
take the second left, Ebrington Rd.
Take the second left which is
Ashwood Road and continue as far
as you can.

Enquiries: please phone Andrew
Barkla (07855 633304) or Bev
Slade (07967 123597) or email
greenwoodproject@hotmail.co.uk
(emails may not be read for up to 2
weeks though).

‘We share a wonderful, I
think, physical or
geographical heritage.’
Dan Miller

DSEN
Devon
Spiritual
Emergence
Network is a group of people who
want to acknowledge the spiritual
aspects of our experience and
meet together for mutual support.
We do this at seasonal turning
points, usually in an outdoor
setting. All belief systems and
traditions are respected equally.
You are invited to bring something to
share in the circle - a memory, a
poem, a photograph - anything in fact
that feels like it has some connection
to this time of the year for you. Please
also bring food to share.Tuesday 3rd
Feb:
Candlemas at the Bridge
Collective allotment.
Wednesday 25th March: Spring
Equinox at LEEP (TBC) Please
phone Andrew on 07855 633304
with any enquiries about these
events.
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Underground Sound
We are happy to inform you that we are now back up and
running, every Friday between 12 pm and 6 pm. There will be
a drop-in service for 18-30 year olds who wish to make use of
our range of musical instruments, and also a new booking
system in place for those who wish to have time set aside
specifically for their use.
From January there will be a 2nd paid worker for these hours,
which will enable Underground Sound to function more
effectively and consistently. If anyone wishes to apply for this
position, details of the position are available from the Bridge
Collective office and they should send a C.V. and covering letter
by no later than January 5th.
Many thanks to everyone who has shown an interest in the
group and provided the support that was needed to get up and
running again after all this time.
Mr. Ben

Bipolar Group
After 3 years being the facilitator of the Exeter Bipolar
self help group, held at the Bridge premises, Chris
Williams has decided to hand over chair to Sue
Chapman, so a Big Thank You to Chris for your
commitment and good will to keeping the group open.
We wish you the best of life in your continuing journey.
Also we’d like to wish a warm welcome to Sue.
Bipolar Groups run on the 3rd Thursday of every month
7-9pm.
For further information please call: 0845 4349805 or
Email Sue: exeterbipolar@yahoo.co.uk
Also for further reading which include various
perspectives on Bipolar, there is a Bridge Collective
Special Edition on sale at King street which was first
published in Summer/Autumn 2008.
12

PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIAL ISSUES
DISCUSSION GROUP
On the 3rd Tuesday of the month, 3-5pm in the Crow’s Nest
at the Bridge Collective.
Topics discussed in the last three months include: ‘knowledge’
and ‘image and spin’.
Ideas for the future include: ‘community’, ‘motivation’,
‘employment and work’ and ‘communication’.
Examples of questions about ‘the ego’ and
communication.
How open are you to changing your fundamental perspectives
and opinions?
Do you identify with your view of the world? i.e the last time
you argued with someone how comfortable were you with the
idea of being wrong?
Do you feel a sense of superiority over others who have
achieved less than you or inferiority relating to those who have
achieved more? If so is this superiority or inferiority as a
human being or just in terms of the way you think? How much
are your beliefs on this shown in the way you communicate
with others?
Are you willing to show that you feel you have a superior or
more developed opinion on something?
Is there such thing as a superior or more developed opinion on
something?
How much are you willing to see yourself and others as you
and others are?
How much are you willing to see yourself and others as they
should be or how you want them to be?

13

Group discussion questions
1) What are your opinions on the above perspectives?
2) Why do you think you have come to think this way? Things to
consider include culture, religion, education, media, books, films,
parents, friends, your identity, what you want or feel you should
believe, fears, complexity/simplicity, shadow.
3) How open are you to changing your perspective?
4) What can you take away from this session?

Proposed principles for the discussions:
1. Every individual brings to the space valid knowledge
from their own background.
2. All knowledge is partial and incomplete.
3. All knowledge can be questioned.
Principles as suggested by Open Spaces for Dialogue and Enquiry
For more information about OSDE, their website address is:
www.osdemethodology.org.uk
For the Philosophy and Social Issues Discussion Group at the Bridge
Collective there is a red file in the Bridge office. This contains info about
OSDE and copies of the topics and perspectives we have previously
discussed.
If you’d like to be put on an e-mail contact list for this group,
please put the subject as: EMAIL CONTACT DETAILS FOR
DISCUSSION GROUP and e-mail it to bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk
or phone the Bridge office on (01392) 433358

14

Voluntary work at Lockbar Wood
There is always work to do at Lockbar Wood to keep it in good
shape for wildlife and for human visitors. Often we do some
management work on the regular greenwood project visits, but
especially in Winter daylight is short and there’s always more to be
done, so extra help will be welcome.
If you would like to come earlier on the Sundays when there are
Greenwood Project events at Lockbar, there will be working
sessions then. There is a train that leaves St Davids at 0939.
It would also be possible to come for a working day in the woods
on Sundays: 25th Jan, 22nd Feb, and 22nd March.

JANUARY 2009

WOMENS ART GROUP :
WORK COLLECTION AND OPEN DAYS’
SUNDAY 25TH 2 – 4 pm
and
MONDAY 26TH 10 – 12 noon

A chance to see what we do, also an
opportunity for members to collect
old work before it is disposed of.
IF YOU HAVE ART WORK STORED AT THE BRIDGE THAT
YOU WANT TO KEEP and YOU CANT COME ON EITHER

OF THE ABOVE DATES, PLEASE CONTACT SARAH
BEFORE THE 25TH JANUARY 2009 TO ARRANGE AN
ALTERNATIVE TIME TO COLLECT YOUR WORK.
THANKS
Sarah tel: 07740518602 or e-mail sarahindevon@hotmail.co.uk
15

BIRCH CLUB
Culture & Community

Saxon Fellowship
Are you interested in stories of warriors and
heroes? The adventures of the gods? Runes and
the secrets of existence? Community life in
olden times? Community life in modern times?
We are a group of people who like to get together to explore all things Anglo-Saxon. This
could be Anglo-Saxon history, way of life, stories or beliefs. We might take it in turns to
read short passages from different texts. Perhaps a bit from the Anglo-Saxon chronicle,
or the poem Beowulf. Or else we might study the traditional virtues or something in the
Old English language.
Meetings are held on Wednesday evenings at the Bridge King Street premises.
Please email groups@hartsweb.co.uk For dates speak to Marcus or Louise .

Waes thu hael!
The Birch Club is inspired by the thought that there is a lack of community in
modern society. Many people struggle to make contact with others around them
and their quality is life is reduced and their health suffers. Those who are unhappy
or ill are unable to find the supportive conditions they need to feel better or
improve their condition. When external circumstances are difficult they have no
network of mutual support to help them through. The Birch Club works actively to
counteract such trends by bringing people together in common activity especially
of a cultural nature.
THE BIRCH TREE
A long time ago, when the glaciers of the last ice age withdrew to the far North, Birch was
the first tree to heal the empty plains and valleys of barrenness. The ancient people called
Birch ‘the Mother Tree’, because it gave birth to a new habitat for all the trees and plants
which do not possess the same powers of endurance and pioneering spirit. A 17th century
naturalist summed it up: the land where it will grow “cannot well be too barren; for it will
thrive both in the dry, and the wet, sand and stony, marshes and bogs; the waterfalls, and
uliginous parts of forests that hardly bear any grass, do many times spontaneously
produce it in abundance whether the place be high or low and nothing comes amiss to it.”
Birch is able to establish a foothold on traumatised or inhospitable terrain and its roots are
bringing up otherwise inaccessible nutrients. Birch is one of our most beautiful and
graceful forest trees and there are few places, which are more calming, peaceful and
uplifting than a Birch wood. To the people of the North, Birch represented the spirit
of Frigga, the Great Mother Goddess, and it was said that nothing could be lucky without
her presence.
16

Is what you eat/drink making you ill?
Do you often feel bloated and more tired after a meal?
Do you have periods of feeling good after eating food/drink then feeling
a crushing low, which makes you want to dive into the biscuit tin or the
chocolate box?
Most people will sense that the food they eat affects their mood, yet they
find it difficult to exactly define what it is they are eating that triggers a
‘bad’ response and why it affects their mood.
There has been a huge outcry in the press into the rising toll of obesity in
the UK and many people including celebrity chefs are working hard to
push the idea that certain foods are ‘bad’ for us as they make us put on
weight and lead to an increase in diabetes, coronary heart disease and
some cancers.
Whilst this is very true, there still seems a long way to go to make people
sit up and listen that what we put into our bodies will have a direct
impact on not only our physical health but also our Mental Health.
The human brain is the largest organ in our body and like our heart,
liver, kidneys and other organs it is affected by what we eat and drink,
although for some reason we do not seem to think it is affected by what
we put into our mouths!
Scientists have told us that the brain is made up of fat, essential fatty
acids, water and other nutrients. Essential fatty acids are not found
routinely in the body and have to taken in by diet alone. These fatty
acids are vital for good brain function as they allow the brain cells to
communicate within the brain and throughout the rest of the nervous
system
Two dietary factors affect our moods. One is blood sugar; the other is a
group of nutrients called neuronutrients.(neuron=brain cell)
Blood sugar: When you eat refined foods like sugar, white bread,
cakes and biscuits or drink coffee, tea or cola your blood sugar rises
very quickly, Insulin (from your pancreas, but triggered by your brain) will
be released into your blood stream to deal with the high sugar levels.
This then causes the blood sugar to drop and in most cases this will be
too big a drop, so then you feel hungry again and this is what makes you
17

want to crave sweet things or a quick stimulant cup of coffee to get your
blood sugars up again. These swings highs and lows make you feel like
you are on a rollercoaster of either too much sugar in the blood stream
or too little. Too little causes Hypoglycaemia (low sugar) which causes
you to feel irritable, aggressive outbursts, palpitations, lack of sex drive,
crying spells, anxiety, confusion, fatigue and insomnia.
Neuronutrients: These are messengers which pass back and forth
within the brain. They form the brain chemicals that determine if we are
‘up or down’, excited or calm, stressed or chilled! These neuronutrients
are made up from essential amino-acids, which again because the body
does not manufacture it readily have to be taken in by diet.
To remain healthy the brain requires different amounts of complex
carbohydrates, essential fatty acids, amino acids, vitamins and minerals
and water.
So where do we find these foods that are good for our brains and our
mood?
Complex carbohydrates are found in foods that have slow release of
glucose (which feeds the brain) they are found in wholegrain foods, such
as oats or wholemeal breads or grains, vegetables and beans, as they
take longer to digest, thus having a steady flow of fuel to the brain rather
than the rollercoaster affect of quick sugars that come from foods such
as refined breads cakes and biscuits etc.
Eating of fats is thought to be unhealthy; but it is essential for good brain
food, you just have to be careful to eat the correct amount of fat. It has
been researched that low fat diets are bad for you health as they cut out
good fats as well as bad fats and are high in sugar and salt, thus
contributing to fluctuating blood sugar levels. Saturated fat found in lard,
butter, whole milk, coconut and palm oils are examples of bad fats as
are trans fats found in bought pastries and cakes and crisps. Good fats
are found in nuts, olive oil, avocados and oily fish such as mackerel,
salmon, tuna.
Essential fatty acids are found in the Omega 3 and Omega 6 foods.
Omega 3 is found in oily fish and Omega 6 is found in seeds and
vegetables and vegetable oils.
Amino acids, some of these are made in the body but mostly they come
from protein in our diet. Protein includes fish, meat (red in moderation)
chicken and turkey, nuts, eggs and cheese although again cheese can
have a high fat content so eat in moderation. A few years ago eggs had
18

a bad reputation for being high in bad fat, but again if eaten in
moderation they are an excellent source of protein.
Vitamins and Minerals need to be taken in as part of your diet and they
also help support the essential fatty acids and amino acids to do their
work in our brains, but they can be found in food if you know where to
look.
Water makes up about 80% of the brain and it is an essential ingredient
to maintain good brain function. Lack of water – dehydration can cause
mental confusion, irritability and a profound feeling of being unwell.
So to summarise to eat healthily and support your brain, body and
mental health you need to
1. Eat regularly every 4-5hours, so that you body does not go into the
rollercoaster mode!
2. Breakfast is important as your body has been starved through the
night, if you can’t face too much to eat make yourself a fruit
smoothie.
3. Reduce or cut out sugary foods and refined foods such as biscuits,
cakes, sweets, cola, caffeine, chocolate, white rice, white bread,
bagels
4. Eat foods that fuel your brain as well as your body – whole grains,
pasta or rice, vegetables (frozen or fresh), fruit and beans/lentils..
5. Eat fat, but only the good fat.
6. Eat protein at every meal as this can boost your alertness. Turkey
and chicken contain a good source of mood enhancing tryptophan,
and essential amino acid which is converted into serotonin – which
is good to help lift depression. The protein does not have to be
meat, it can be dairy foods or nuts or Textured vegetable protein
(TVP)
7. You do not necessarily need to buy vitamins and minerals to take,
but you must make sure that you are getting enough of these
vitamins/minerals to provide good brain food.
VitaminsB1, B3, B5, B6 found in whole grains and bananas, vegetables.
B12 found in fish, meat, dairy produce and eggs
Vitamin C found in fruit, especially citrus fruit, vegetables
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Folic Acid (folate), found in avocados, green leafy vegetables, soybeans,
lentils, oranges, and peas
Zinc found in nuts, seeds, fish, oysters
Magnesium found in green vegetables, nuts and seeds
Selenium found in wheat germ, liver, fish, garlic, sunflower seeds, brazil
nuts and
8. Water in its purest form is the best. However if you find you
cannot do without your cup of coffee or tea, have these in
moderation too. If you find you are addicted to caffeine – more
than 4 cups a day, think about using de-caffeinated tea/coffee.
Fruit juices can also be drunk but remember these are usually high
in sugar so it is best to dilute with water.
9. Drink alcohol in moderation or not at all. Alcohol affects the
sensitive brain very quickly as it blocks the good effects of the food
you eat by depleting the body of minerals and vitamins. It also
acts as a diuretic, which makes you feel de-hydrated. It has an
adverse affect on your blood sugar, causing the rollercoaster effect
and it also blocks the transport of tryptophan into the brain, which
interrupts any natural ways of relaxing or calming yourself.
Please consult with your GP or health professional if you are worried
about your diet. The above is only observations by the author and she is
not a registered dietician, but a person who is suffering with mental
health issues and has been looking at ways to improve her mood.

References
www.mentalhealth.org.uk
www.moodandfood.org
M. Glenville,(2006) Fat around the middle.
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Keep going by R Holloway, words by Corrie F

Graphic: Monochromepsychosis: by R Holloway

Depressio n
Life becomes symbolic.
When darkness steals hope,

Every thought in my head

My sorrow is as heavy

can be traced.

as a sleeping child laid

If a light is shone on me

against my chest.

everything can be seen.
The tears I have cried,

Silence becomes an opening

the marks on my arms,

which lets in a crack of light

the despair I have uttered

yet the light beneath

the guttural laugh about

closed doors is just a thin

nothing in particular.

trace of life, against an ever
encroaching darkness.

By Anna Rose
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QUOTES
Working hard is
very i mportant.
You're not going
to get anywhere
without working
extremely hard.

‘Geo rge Lucas’

We either make
ourselves miserable,
or we make
ourselves strong.
The amount of work
is the same.
‘Carlos Castenada’

A warrior must cultivate
the feeling that he has
everything !needed for the
extravagant journey that
is his life. What counts
!for a warrior is being
alive. Life in itself is
sufficient, !selfexplanatory and complete.!
Therefore, one may say
without being
presumptuous that the
!experience of
experiences is being alive.
‘Don Juan’

These poems, with all
their crudities, doubts,
and confusions, are
written for the love of
Man and in praise of
God, and I'd be a damn'
fool if they weren't.
‘Dylan Thomas’
It is by going down
into the abyss that
we recover the
treasures of life.
Where you stumble,
there lies your
treasure.
‘Joseph Cam pbell’

14. Mystery
Looked at but cannot be seen - it is beneath form;
Listened to but cannot be heard - it is beneath sound;
Held but cannot be touched - it is beneath feeling;
These depthless things evade definition,
And blend into a single mystery.
In its rising there is no light,
In its falling there is no darkness,
A continuous thread beyond description,
Lining what can not occur;
Its form formless,
Its image nothing,
Its name silence;
Follow it, it has no back,
Meet it, it has no face.
Attend the present to deal with the past;
Thus you grasp the continuity of the Way,
Which is its essence.

Tao DeChing - La o Tze
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Return, return to
In Taoism I learned to value the pointless
To return to the original starting point, a starting point
In space and time, potential, a resource
this seemed a little controversial
that I wasn’t really trying to do anythinganything that specific
specifications loomed from a background
a background in indeterminacy
an open book, some words, an open window
onto the stars, the clouds, the inner chapters
that may or may not open:
maybe in fact they won’t
and that of course, in a sense, any sense
is fine; it’s an open space, a park
Where people gather for a while
for the novelty of someone actually talking to them
with no megaphone, I say fix yourself
some cornflakes, cuz it’s breakfast time
or just after, I say its time so to speak
like Ice Pilots into the clouds
which obscure view return to all beginnings
Chris Twose.
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BRIDGE COLLECTIVE – THE FUTURE
Come along to a session on Thursday 15th January, 2pm – 5pm at the
Bridge in crow’s nest, when we will be starting the discussions about
what the future of Bridge Collective should look like, in 6 months, 1
year and 3 years. It’s really important that to us that we get the views of
as many people as we can.
This first session will give information about ‘where are we now’ and the
questions we will need to answer; ‘where do we want to be?’ and ‘how do
we get there?’ We need to talk about how to get as much feedback from all
of our users, staff and directors. It would be great if we could have at least
one person from each of the projects there so that they can pass the
information on to others and give us their views on how their projects might
like to provide their answers and comments. The first session is the starting
point and we will need to complete the whole process by the end of March.
The session will be run by Lorna Turner, Community Enterprise Unit (CEU).
CEU helped us when we originally set up Bridge Collective. We have
secured funding to help us to do this work but to make the most of it, we’ll
need your ideas and thoughts. Hope to see you there!

Money Matters
Thursdays 2pm
Mind, Eagle Yard
Tudor Street. EX4 3BR

A supportive group discussion
How do we think and feel about money?
What choices have we?
How much money is enough and how much is plenty?
How do companies trick us out of our money?
Good debts and bad debts what is the difference?
Getting out of dept: what has worked for other people?
Useful Money Mantras
Come along or more information call: Steve on 07854200726
or Email: parkjewels@hotmail.com
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W OULD YOU LIKE TO M E ET N EW P E OP LE,
M AKE FRIEN DS ,

G ET

OUT MORE

?

If

you have experienced loneliness & isolation,
..are depressed and struggle with shyness,
..alienation etc, why not come along to the

FRIENDLY SOCIAL GROUP.

R egular Events: DAYS OUT

DRINKS
WALKS
CYCLES etc.

We also have links to the Birch Club,
which explores ideas around how to revive a
stronger .sense of community and belongin g in
modern life. .The group look s at pagan and pre
Christian .societies for ideas and inspiration.
For more details

Call or text: 07811 423820.
Or email: g roup s@hart swe b.c o.uk
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Have you ever felt alone and
wished you could go out more,
meet other women and make
friends?
Is there an activity that you miss
and would like to try but need to
find other women?

The Women’s Network facilitates
activities and events chosen by
women in the group network.
Anyone can join the steering group
to help take the network forward
How the network develops is up
you and the other women taking
part.

Why not come along and find out more?
For further details contact Jo at Exeter Women’s Network
Phone: 07724 135011 or (01392) 204640
Email: womensnetwork@mindex.org.uk
Funding and support from the Network Development Fund (S.W. Foundation) and Mind in Exeter
and East Devon
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Unearth Ceramics Studio has been
running for just nine months now, and even
though it is situated in a quiet side street that is
Preston Street, it is close enough to Exeter’s
Fore Street and the city centre to be easily
accessible.
Unearth is run with great enthusiasm by two
trained Artists: Eunice, who trained in Ceramics
and Ek who did a Fine Art sculpture degree. We
sell our own work from the studio directly to the
public, which is far more rewarding for us than
selling through other outlets, as we get to meet
the customers.
We run pottery classes in the studio, and cater
for all abilities, complete beginners and fully
trained Artists and Potters are all equally
welcome. The pottery classes take place Tuesday
to Saturday, morning or afternoon. The morning
session runs from 10am until 1, and the afternoon
one starts at 2 pm and finishes at 5. Of course
you don’t have to stay for the whole 3 hours but
many people find it useful to be able to. The
session charge is £5.00 and there is an extra
charge for materials and firings in the kiln
(currently £3-00 per kilo of clay)
We like to keep our classes small and friendly,
so normally take up to six people per session.
“A wonderful space to work in.” “Calm and
relaxed.” “You even get a cup of tea!”
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Just next door to the Bridge Collective is WorkWAYS, run by Devon
Partnership NHS Trust. WorkWAYS provides information, guidance
and practical support for people whose mental health affects their
ability to find or stay in employment, education, training or voluntary
work.
WorkWAYS is open to anyone aged over 16 who has discussed their
mental health with their GP (you don’t need to have a care coordinator)
and lives in Exeter and East Devon (there is some limited availability to
Mid-Devon residents also). The service is available to anyone, whether
employed or not employed, on benefits or not on benefits.
Based on the Individual Placement & Support model, support from
WorkWAYS is geared totally to the individual and is available for as
long as required. Staffed by a team of Vocational Advisors and
Vocational Coaches and ably supported by an admin team,
WorkWAYS is managed by Christine Wardle, Vocational Services
Manager for the Trust. The staff team come from a mixture of health
and non-health backgrounds including occupational therapists and
employment specialists who worked in both statutory and private
agencies – this provides a rich mix of expertise and experience.
Since opening in November 2001, WorkWAYS has received well over
1800 applications and works with around 250 people at any one time.
As would be expected, people experiencing mental ill health that
affects their work come from all sorts of backgrounds: all ages, from
little or no formal skills or experience to highly-trained professionals,
people who haven’t worked at all to those currently in work and
needing support to stay in it. Most people wish to progress in to paid
employment or learn new skills or undertake voluntary work – and
WorkWAYS support continues while doing those activities. WorkWAYS
is also the gateway to New Leaf, in Exminster, where it’s possible to do
horticulture, catering, woodwork and other activities in a supported
environment.
WorkWAYS also works in partnership with A4e in delivering the
Pathways to Work programme. This initiative provides additional
support in the form of a Jobclub, help with managing health at work
and access to job vacancies.
WorkWAYS also support employers in looking after staff who
experience mental ill health – indeed, the MINDFUL EMPLOYER
initiative has proved to be so unique and popular that it has attracted
interest from all over the UK including at government level.
For more information, pop in and see us or visit www.workways.org.uk
or ring 01392 208833
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Exeter CVS, King William Street
Exeter EX4 6PD
Tel: 01392 201218
Fax: 01392 202054
Email: charlotte.hubbard@exetercvs.org.uk

Exeter Mental Health
Service User Project

A project to enable people in Exeter to have their say on
mental health issues

Open_Forum_23.1

Exeter Council for Voluntary Service

THE MENTAL HEALTH ACT
AMENDMENTS 2007
An Open Forum discussion for anyone with an
interest in mental health issues
Limited places available

FRIDAY, 23 JANUARY 2009
11.00 – 12.30
Exeter CVS, Wat Tyler House
King William Street, Exeter EX4 6PD
(behind St Sidwell’s Church)

Amanda Hesford, Head of Social Work for the Devon Partnership Trust will
be joining us to talk about the recent amendments to the 1983 Mental
Health Act; what they are and what this might mean for people. Some of
the changes include:
•
•
•
•

Definition of mental disorder
Criteria for detention
Professional roles
Nearest relative

•

Supervised community treatment

 Disabled access
 Light refreshments

•
•
•
•

Mental Health Review Tribunal
Age appropriate services
Advocacy
Electro-convulsive Therapy
safeguards

 Travel expenses are available to people using services in the
Exeter area. They are also available by prior agreement to
people from other areas of Devon that do not have a local
service user involvement service.

For more information and to confirm your attendance
please contact:

Charlotte Hubbard

01392 201218

Exeter CVS Registered Charity1100990 Company limited by in England No 4928733 Registered office as above
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Exeter Mental Health
Service User Project

Wat Tyler House, King William Street, Exeter EX4 6PD
Tel: 01392 201218 Fax: 01392 202054
Email: charlotte.hubbard@exetercvs.org.uk

A project to enable people in Exeter to have their say on
mental health issues

Exeter Council for Voluntary Service

EXETER SERVICE USER PROJECT VISIT TO THE BRIDGE COLLECTIVE
18 DECEMBER 2008
Charlotte Hubbard, Project Fieldworker met with 6 people
Staff response (if available) in italics
ISSUES RAISED
Christmas meal – several people said they were looking forward to the Bridge
Collective festive meal at Herbies. One person said they wouldn’t be joining
people as it was a vegetarian restaurant and therefore wouldn’t be able to provide
a choice of meat alternatives. They disagreed with the decision to choose a
restaurant that didn’t offer choice and pointed out that if the decision had been to
go to a restaurant that serves meat then it would have been considered necessary
to ensure that vegetarian options were available too. They felt that assumptions
had been made and would like decisions like this to be made more considerately
in future. Another person invited them along to another establishment where
they could eat meat.
Health and wellbeing – the same person stated that they didn’t actually like meat
but their doctor had advised them to eat it regularly to help increase their iron
levels, which were very low. They were reluctantly having injections to maintain
this, but would prefer not to. A discussion then took place on what foods, other
than meat, contained iron. People weren’t sure, but thought that information
would be available on the internet.
Accessing support – one person expressed frustration at not getting the support
from mental health services that they needed. They explained that they only had
access to the Crisis Service at the moment as they were currently without a care
co-ordinator. They appreciated the assistance of the Crisis Team, but felt it was
limited and didn’t provide the more practical help needed to avoid reaching crisis
point. They were concerned that they had heard nothing from their community
mental health team about a replacement worker and were anxious that they would
be left without support during a very vulnerable time. They explained that their
mental and physical health had deteriorated due to worries around their finances
and accommodation. They also highlighted that they wanted services to work
with them practically to help them maintain their independence rather than
become dependent on services, eg help them to go out and buy their food and
prepare it, rather then provide meals on wheels. Charlotte mentioned ST&R
(Support, Time and Recovery) workers who are supposed to work in this way. The
person said they had not been told about these workers. Charlotte also
mentioned getting support from the Devon Advocacy Service in order to raise
their concerns about the delay in getting a new worker. The person was aware of
this service and said they would make contact.
Charlotte’s visits – one person said they were pleased to see that Charlotte’s
visits to the Bridge Collective were still happening regularly and that summaries
31supbridge.doc
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of the visits were included in the newsletter. Another person said they
appreciated these visits as they helped to maintain clear communication.
Decision-making – one person wanted to know what authority the Service User
Project and other organisations had? They also wanted to know about the
commissioning arrangements and queried how independent these services could
be. They wished to talk further, but didn’t feel it appropriate during this visit.
Charlotte offered to discuss this further another time.
Recovery stories – Charlotte mentioned the Recovery Stories project and the
open request for people to contribute their stories. She provided written
information and asked if people would be interested in meeting with Laurie
Davidson and/or Linden Lynn, two of the project organisers, to find out more.
People expressed an interest in meeting up at the Bridge Collective and also in
seeing Linden’s power point presentation on her own recovery story. Charlotte
said she would pass this on. One person said they were pleased to find out about
this as they had been working on their experiences and would consider
submitting something. The term recovery was then discussed with one person
querying if anyone can ever recover from mental health problems. Others
thought that it wasn’t necessarily about recovering your old life, but adapting and
discovering a new one.
Adventures abroad – one person said they had recently returned from a stay in
Jamaica, where they had eventually been admitted to a psychiatric unit and then
transferred back to the UK. They had appreciated the Embassy’s involvement in
arranging the escort service. They had enjoyed their time in Jamaica and found
the people and climate much to their liking. They remained in contact with one
person they had met there.
BRIDGE UPDATE
Room use – a chart has now been drawn up to show which rooms have been
booked, by whom and when. This is to avoid double booking. Charlotte was able
to make use of this to arrange her next visit.
NEXT VISIT: THURSDAY, 29 JANUARY 2008, 1.00- 2.00
Notes of this meeting - will be displayed at the Bridge Collective.
Notes of the meeting distribution list
Bridge Collective members via admin.
Bridge Collective Directors meeting

31supbridge.doc
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Exeter Mental Health
Service User Project

Wat Tyler House, King William Street, Exeter EX4 6PD
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Tel: 01392 201218 Fax: 01392 202054
Email: charlotte.hubbard@exetercvs.org.uk

A project to enable people in Exeter to have their say on
mental health issues

Exeter Council for Voluntary Service

EXETER SERVICE USER PROJECT VISITS TO THE BRIDGE COLLECTIVE
June – November 2008
Gosh it’s time to let you know about my visits to the Bridge Collective again! Season’s
greetings, I’m Charlotte from the Exeter Mental Health Service User Project. I pop into
the Bridge Collective once a month on a Thursday afternoon, usually at 1.00 pm, to listen
to people’s views (what’s helpful, what’s not) about the Bridge Collective and other
services, as well as providing information to help people to sort out their own questions
or queries. People’s views and suggestions are then fed back (anonymously) to the
Bridge Collective and/or other relevant services where appropriate, with a view to getting
a response and influencing how services develop.
In the last Bridge newsletter I told you about the visits I made between January and June,
so here is the latest on the visits June – November.
This time I had the opportunity to
talk with 27 people and the following is a brief summary of the issues raised: (a full
written record of each visit is made and a copy is available from Charlotte or the Bridge
Collective)
Recovery – ‘recovery’ is the current buzz word, but not everyone is convinced. Feedback
from people at the Bridge showed that some were wary of this term: recovery is an
excuse to discharge people; discovery is a better term than recovery; recovery should be
a personal decision not an imposed one and at the person’s own pace and direction.
Keeping well – people were clear on what helped and what didn’t help them to keep well.
What helps? Housework; making a contribution by being part of a group, volunteering or
paid employment; taking exercise; taking effective medication or alternatives to
medication; learning new skills, eg Speaking Up with Confidence course and Mindfulness;
being listened to; being part of making decisions; making plans for the future; clear
communication and information; supportive services. What doesn’t help? Struggles with
life, particularly lack of money and bereavement; being bounced around from service to
service.
Bridge Collective – people valued the Bridge Collective for the following reasons:
everyone being equal; the ability to share responsibility for making decisions and
developing guidelines, eg handling disputes; opportunities for people to directly run
events; not being dependent on workers; newsletters and information. People didn’t
value: tensions between Bridge Collective members; workers as authority figures; lack of
clear information and confusion, eg sort out day; unreliability of hospital car service to
get to the Bridge Collective.
To find out when I’m next visiting or for more information about the Service User Project
(or suggestions about how the visits could be improved) see our poster by the Bridge
Collective office window or contact me. I look forward to meeting you on a future visit.
Charlotte Hubbard
Exeter Mental Health Service User Project
Exeter CVS, Wat Tyler House
King William Street, Exeter EX4 6PD
Tel: 01392 201218 Email: charlotte.hubbard@exetercvs.org.uk
www.exetercvs.org.uk

22emhsup article for Bridge Collective newsletter December 2008 FINAL.doc
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Bridge Collective Director’s Meeting: 22nd October 2008
Present: Sarah Everson, Andrew Barkla, Nicola Green, Bev Slade,
Margret Branch, Nerak, Gary, Louise Fox,
Apologies: Clare Coutts Elaine Hewis, Linda
Minutes of the previous meeting were read and signed
Actions
1. Sarah take Anne Chambers off as signatory with bank.
2. Bev to check rules for the bid for construction work
3. Someone to have a conversation with Marcus about views on Apple
Mac
4. Sarah to find out maintenance cost of Mac’s.
5. Tax insurance cost approved to be sent off by Sarah Everson
6. Andrew proceeding with Bristol research day in Feb.
Action: Nicola to photocopy or email equality and diversity policy to be
confirmed at next directors meeting.

Bridge Collective Director’s Meeting: 19th November 08
Present: Bev, Andrew, Nicola, Louise, Andrew, Clare, Margret, Sarah.
Apologies: Elaine, Richard, Gary
1.

Tax – Need a report to go to companies house Sarah to speak to
accountants

2.

Clare’s contracts: i) Mobile – To change name on contract for
Underground Sound phone- Andrew is happy to do.
ii) Clare is stopping contract for her phone and will get back to us if
she owes us money.

3.

Equality and Diversity Policy. reviewed Discussion continues.

Action: to continue review at next director meeting.
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4.

Underground Sound: meeting on Friday to discuss whats next in
getting project operational again.
Proposal to pay Ben for 6hrs at £10.30 a week for 6 months

Agreed as a trial to pay Ben and another worker at above rate for 6 hrs
each per week for 6 months
Action: i)Sarah to put Ben on payroll as of next week
ii) All paid positions and hours to be reviewed in April (which
extends the initial review for Bev and Sarah’s hours by a month.)
iii) Meeting to discuss new position and Underground sound
matters on Friday a 2pm.
5. Discussion regarding having a new member of staff to open
premises, fund are not available at present if we are agreeing U.S.
allocation of hours. Concerns expressed about this and fear of the
space being made to feel like a ‘day centre’.
Do we need to open the building more often and make it more
conducive to provide support?
Importance felt in regards to the strength of the community spirit and
capacity to continue without the need for paid members of staff.
What can people expect when come on other days apart from
Thursday?
More publicity suggested.
6. Dates:
 Directors meetings :

17 Dec 08 14.00 - 16.00 hrs
21 Jan 09 13.30 - 15.30 hrs
25 Feb 09 13.30 - 15.30 hrs
18 Mar 09 13.30 – 15.30 hrs
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 Cleaning and H&S Checks 17 Dec 08 10.00 -12.00 hrs
21 Jan 09 10.00 -12.00 hrs
25 Feb 09 10.00 -12.00 hrs
18 Mar 09 10.00 -12.00 hrs
Followed by preparing for directors meetings at 13.00 hrs
 Events meeting :

5 Mar 09

14.00 hrs

 Spirit of the Bridge :

8 Jan 09

14.00 hrs

5 Feb 09 14.00 hrs
12 Mar 09 14.00 hrs
 Company Secretary:

7 Jan

10.00 - 11.30hrs

4 Feb

10.00 - 11.30hrs

4 Mar

10.00 - 11.30hrs

7. Light Bulbs. We are getting a free pallet of Energy Saving for people
on benefits _ 2 each.
8. Subsidy for Yoga: Has been agreed that individuals pay £2 each and
Bridge pay rest up to £25 per session.
9. Repairs limit: Agreed that 3 people to agree to spend money on
repairs.
For next directors meeting:
Computers
Continue Diversity & Equality Policy
Benefit Advice
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Bridge Collective Director’s Meeting: 18th December 08
Present: Gary, Chris, Sue, Bev, Andrew, Peter , Ben ,Elaine ,Bridie, Liz.
C.J, Richard, Louise, Linda, Sarah, Mike
Apologies: Margaret , Anna
Agree last minutes: Last minutes to be confirmed.
1. Sue to be new key holder for Bi-Polar Group:Agreed
Thank you to Chis.
2. Sink and toilet possibilities: clarification about fact finding/length of
lease: 7 year lease
3. Should the Social/ Friendship/Support Group go on the Newsletter
calendar? Agreed by vote to be listed under ‘Events you might be
interested in’. Discussion about how to have clarity in how we
advertise about which groups are part of the Bridge and accountable
to the Bridge. ACTION: Andrew to draft a letter to each group to
clarify what would be meant by being accountable to the Bridge
4.

Lorna Turner from the Community Enterprise Unit (C.E.U) visited to
speak Re: ‘The Bridge Collective: The Future’. Funding through
Business Link from the Regional Development Agency (R.D.A) has
been granted to pay for some outside input the Bridge may need to
move the organization forward. Lorna Turner and her team from the
C.E.U. have agreed to be the organization being paid by the funding
to help us with this.
DIARY DATES: Thursday 15th January, 2-5pm. ‘The Bridge Collective:
the future’. A chance to find out what this is about, feedout to groups
and agree a starting point of where the Bridge is at now: our aims,
who we are, what we do. Can use yellow leaflet for this. Thursday:
12th February, 2-5 pm- Feedback from groups.

5.

Underground Sound Interviews
Three people needed to be the interview panel. DECISION: Ben to be
on panel
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DIARY DATES: Thursday 8th January- 10.30am- 12.30pm: Planning
Underground sound interview questions. All welcome. ACTION:
Nicola/Bridie (To be confirmed), and Ben to ask underground sound
member (To be confirmed).
Friday 16th January pm (To be confirmed)- Interviews.
All welcome to come and meet prospective candidates informally.
6. Artists Way Fleur has applied to Comic Relief Small Grants Funding for
funding to run a women’s ‘The Artists Way’ group at the Bridge.
Practicalities were discussed including Wednesday being a possible
day and has been marked on calendar to bear in mind. ACTION:
find out when the grant decision may be made and to plan from
there.
7. Christmas and New Year Bridge Open Days. The last Thursday open
day of 2008 will be Thursday 18th December. The first Thursday
open day will be Thursday January 8th 2009.
8. Notes from Exeter Service User Project Visit to the Bridge 27/11/08
Some of the notes were read out and discussed. ACTION:
a) Andrew to draft a letter to give clarity about the issues raised and to
bring to the January Bridge meeting.
b) Put as something to discuss at next Spirit of the Bridge meeting: 8th
January 2pm
c) Put as a standing item on the agenda: Notes from Exeter Service
User Project visits to the Bridge to gather views.
9. Yoga- does the Bridge want to part fund yoga sessions here? The
invoice will be for £25/ session? DECISION: Yes, for a trial period of
5 weeks. Cost of the session will be £2 to those taking part and the
Bridge will pay the remaining amount.
10. Can the surplus computers needing homes go to a Bridge member
who’s asked for them? DECISION: Yes
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11. Experts by Experience requests for spending money on:
a) Phone top up cards for an EbyE phone
b) Experts who go on to do training being paid for attending planning
meetings
c) Facilitators being paid for facilitation time.
DECISIONS:
a) It would be useful for EbyE to have an idea of in goings and
outgoings for the EbyE project to make own decisions as a group on
how to spend the money raised within the budget available. (Be
useful to have discussion at EbyE meeting of charges to make for
training ).
b) GROUP BUDGETS add to next agenda.
bi)Ways of groups making own decisions and feeding back to the
Bridge meeting.
ii)What is the expectation of the Bridge making money e.g. by
Experts by Experience and what profit?
iii)Social group asking about the possibility of a grant from the
Bridge.
12 . Requests for people to come and talk about the Bridge- where to
bring those requests? DECISION: bring to Bridge meeting.
13 Newsletter- should it go on the website? DECISION: Yes- agreement
for each current newsletter to go on the website with a note offering
people the opportunity of making a donation to the Bridge.
14 Member of Bridge STR trained - could they be paid by the Bridge to
offer the skills they have learnt to others?
DECISION: More discussion needed about:
a) what skills people could be on the Bridge payroll to offer.
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b) Possibility of running workshops here.
15 Women’s Art Groupa) Request to keep paying Sarah whilst waiting for grant funding
DECISION: Agreed
ACTION: Add to January agenda to review
b) Request to use Bridge on Sunday January 25th for a time to collect
art work. DECISION: Agreed. Any art not collected will be thrown
away. (Please contact Women’s Art Group for times.)
16 Headroom Pod project need feedback to help with funding . ACTION:
Andrew to contact Sarah to arrange a time to bring the Pod in again
for people to use and give feedback .
17

Request for benefit advice sessions. Sign-posted to Stephen Parks
‘Money Matters’ sessions as advertised on poster in the Bridge.

18 First Aid 3-day training- Andrew’s runs out at end of March.
Someone(s) needed to have the qualification again by the end of
March. ACTION: Andrew to investigate training on offer at Adventure
First Aid.
JANUARY BRIDGE MEETING- items to carry forward:
Agree November’s minutes
Exeter Service User Project notes (standing item)
Group accountability
Group budgets
Review funding of Women’s Art Group
Review Equality and Diversity policy
First Aid
Room booking book
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THE BRIDGE COLLECTIVE: APPLICATION FORM FOR MEMBERSHIP /
SUBSCRIPTION TO BRIDGE COLLECTIVE NEWSLETTER
NAME ……………………………………………………………………………
ADDRESS ……………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………….
POST CODE

……………………………………

Telephone no: ………………………………………………
(optional)
E-mail:
(optional)

……………………………………………….

This information is required. It will be accessible only by people approved by the
Bridge Collective and only used to send information relating to the Bridge
Collective.
Please place a tick alongside one of the options below:
a)

I wish to become a member of the Bridge Collective. I understand that this
implies a commitment to support the work of the collective and to participate
in its democratic running. I enclose my annual subscription of £10.00
(includes newsletter subscription). I understand that the Bridge Collective is
a Company Limited by Guarantee and that if the Company winds up, each
member is liable to pay a maximum of £1.00 towards its debts.

b) I do not wish to be a member of the Bridge Collective but I would like to
subscribe to the newsletter (4 issues incl. postage). I enclose £6.00
c) I enclose a donation of …………………………………………………..
signed ………………………………………….date ..…………………..
Cheques payable to the 'Bridge Collective C.I.C.' please and return this form to:
The Membership Secretary
The Bridge Collective
Unit 4 King Street Business Centre
7 - 9 King Street
Exeter EX1 1BQ
Tel: (01392) 433358 Mobile: 07855 633304

